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Dear clients,

With present brochure we would like to introduce our newest medi-

cal rail system, which comply with demands of relevant international 

standards and include the most advanced technical solutions, based 

on our 30 years experiences with production of medical equipment. 

In this brochure you will find the most important benefits which the 

system offers, while detailed technical data and drawings are avail-

able in our Technical Catalogue.

Our entire production program of medical equipment includes the 

following product-groups:

Medicop
Medical Equipment

Central System 
of Medical Gases

Medical 
Suction Units

Oxygen 
Therapy Devices

Bed Head
Units 

Medical 
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AVAILABLE MODELS

1610040 Basket for catheters for wall rail (80 × 140 × 470 mm)

1610041 Basket for catheters for wall rail (200 × 250 × 300 mm)

1610042 Basket for catheters for wall rail (100 × 200 × 250 mm)

Remark: Other dimensions of baskets are available upon request.

MEDICAL  
RAIL
Made of stainless steel

MEDIcAL RAIL
Rail system is used for hanging or attach-

ing different medical instruments to the 

wall rail. The rail of 25×10 mm cross sec-

tion can be attached directly to the wall or 

on a pendant. The rail is made of stainless 

steel and includes connections for potential 

equalization.

The length of the rail can be specified by the 

customer. On the both ends the rail is closed 

by appropriate covers.

TEcHNIcAL DATA

Material: stainless steel

cross section: 25 × 10 mm

Load capacity Qmax: 100 kg/m

Recommended mounting height: lower rail: 50 cm 
upper rail: 130 cm

AVAILABLE MODELS

1600003 Wall rail made of stainless profile, 25 × 10 mm,  
including connecting accessories

1600001 Wall rail made of aluminium profile, 25 × 10 mm,  
including connecting accessories

SHELVES fOR RAIL SySTEM
The shelves are intended for depositing EKG 

monitors, defibrillators and other medical 

devices, as well as various documents.

The shelves are fixed to the rail with two 

accessories and could be additionally sup-

ported beneath with screws. Standard 

dimensions of the shelves for monitors 

are 530×370 mm or 370×420 mm, while 

standard dimension for the shelves for docu-

ments is 330×260 mm.

Customer specified shelf dimensions are 

also available. All shelves are made of stain-

less sheet-metal.

TEcHNIcAL DATA

Material - shelves: stainless steel

Material - drawer: ABS

Load capacity: 20 kg (models 1610001, 1610002)

AVAILABLE MODELS

1610001 Shelf for monitor with drawer; 530 × 370 mm

1610002 Shelf for monitor; 530 × 370 mm

1610005 Shelf for documents; 330 × 260 mm

1610027 Vertical rail carrier of documents 220 × 300 mm

BASkETS
Baskets are made of chromium plated net 

like sheet metal and are intended for depos-

iting different sanitary material, especially all 

types of catheters.

They can be hung on the rail or any other 

carrier. Standard basket dimensions are: 

80×140×470  mm, 200×250×300  mm 

and 100×200×250 mm. Other dimensions 

of baskets are available upon request.

1600003 Wall rail made of stainless 
profile, 25 × 10 mm, including connecting 
accessoriesall tubes, filters and connectors

1610001 Shelf for monitor with drawer; 530 × 370 mm

1610027 Vertical rail carrier of documents 220 × 300 mm1610005 Shelf for documents; 330 × 260 mm

1610002 Shelf for monitor; 530 × 370 mm

1610040 Basket for catheters 
for wall rail (80 × 140 × 470 mm)

1610041 Basket for catheters 
for wall rail (200 × 250 × 300 mm)

1610042 Basket for catheters 
for wall rail (100 × 200 × 250 mm)
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Made of stainless steel

MEDICAL  
RAIL

INfuSION STANDS -  
RAIL-MOuNTED OR MOBILE
Infusion stands serve for hanging infusion 

liquid jars and infusion pumps. Stands can 

be rail-mounted or mobile - with a trolley. 

Rail mounted stands have three hooks for 

hanging of infusion bottles, whereas the 

mobile one has four hooks.

The height of rail mounted infusion stands 

is up to 1200 mm above the rail, and 

the height of the mobile stand is 1250 to 

1950 mm.

The height is adjustable by screw or by but-

ton. Infusion stands are made of stainless 

steel bars.

PARTITION cuRTAINS
The carrier of curtain can be fixed to the 

wall-rail or to the wall directly. The pull 

out telescopic carrier is in folded position 

700 mm long, while the pulled-out length is 

1950 mm.

The height of the partition curtain is 

1400 mm and its standard color is white. 

Curtains of other colors are available upon 

request.

TEcHNIcAL DATA

Material of telescopic carriers: Eloxized aluminum bars

Dimensions – folded position: 700 mm

Dimensions – pulled out length: up to 1950 mm

Height of the partition curtain: 1400 mm

Standard colour of curtain: white

AVAILABLE MODELS

1610035 Carrier of a partition curtain with a curtain, rail mounted

1610036 Carrier of a partition curtain with a curtain, wall mounted

1610037 Carrier of a partition curtain without a curtain, rail mounted

1610038 Carrier of a partition curtain without a curtain, wall mounted

1610015 Carrier of disposable bags made of stainless steel, with wall rail bracket

1610030 Folding rib tube holder, for wall rail

Remark: Curtains of other colours are available upon request.

TEcHNIcAL DATA

Material: stainless steel

Height - rail mounted infusion stands up to 1200mm above the rail

Height of the mobile stand: 1250 to 1950 mm

AVAILABLE MODELS

1610020 Infusion stand with 3 hooks, rail mounted, height adjustable by screw

1610021 Infusion stand with 3 hooks, rail mounted, height adjustable by button

1610022 Mobile infusion stand with 4 hooks, including trolley with 5 antistatic wheels

1610022 Mobile infusion stand with 4 hooks, 
including trolley with 5 antistatic wheels

1610020 Infusion stand with 3 hooks, 
rail mounted, height adjustable by screw
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